ABSTRACT. The relationship between galactic spiral structure and the matter in the underlying disk constitutes one of the central problems in galactic dynamics. In Bertin et al. (1989, ApJ, 338, 78; 338, 1^04), disk matter characterized by a low-dispersive speed is shown to be capable of playing a key role in the generation of large-scale spiral structure. In Roberts et al. (1992, ApJ, submitted), this self-gravitating, low-dispersion disk matter is shown to be capable of playing an essential role in the formation of structure on local and intermediate scales. Both in computed cases where large-scale spiral structure is present and in those where it is not, the same dominant physical processes and fundamental dynamical mechanisms are active on local scales. The new perception, in which large-scale and small-scale phenomena operate somewhat independently as evidenced in the computational studies, permits a range of flocculent, multiarmed, and grand design spiral types to be simulated. In particular, grand design galaxies with ragged appearances exhibiting spurs, arm branchings, and interarm bridges in addition to the major spiral arms, similar to those often observed, can be generated.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous spurs, arm branchings, and interarm bridges are evident emanating from and often making sharply oblique angles with the major spiral arms in many disk galaxies. Such features on local and intermediate scales often appear to coexist as manifestations within a global grand design of spiral structure (e.g., M51 and NGC 1232). Other galaxies exhibit more dominant local-and intermediate-scale features as well as more dominant multiple arm structures (e.g., M101) in place of a clearcut grand design. In other systems only flocculent patterns are apparent (e.g., NGC 2841).
Questions centered on the dynamical behavior underlying such galaxies which could provide for the diverse variety of morphological structures observed and questions centered on the possible role played by the cloudy interstellar medium are addressed by. Roberts et al. (1992 , see also Roberts 1992 ) through computational cloudy iV-body simulations coupled with analytical-numerical density wave mode calculations. In the present paper, we discuss the new perception found through our computational studies and report further results; general consistency is found with the framework for the interpretation of observed spiral morphologies suggested by Bertin (1991) . We use the term "Population I matter" to refer to all low-dispersion disk matter, which comprises gas, dust, molecular clouds, and young stellar associations. In our computational studies, such a medium of Pop I matter is seen to be capable of contributing numerous, substantial irregular features to the observed appearances of galaxies.
Of special interest herein are representative prototypes director, Mathematical-Computational Modeling Laboratory, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA.
from two catagories of computed spiral structures (Cases 15 and 17) taken from the larger sample studied by Roberts et al. (1992) . The gas mass fraction is moderate in both Cases 15 and 17. An m = l density-wave mode is present to help drive the Pop I response in Case 15, its spiral forcing amplitude relative to the central axisymmetric force field is of moderate ( 10%) strength. For Case 17, no such density-wave mode is present. The computed spiral structures and morphologies found in these two cases shed light on the new perception found for the Pop I matter in cloudy galactic disks.
COEXISTENCE: LOCAL, INTERMEDIATE, AND GLOBAL SPIRAL STRUCTURES
The first prototype (Case 15) is dominated by local, intermediate, and global spiral structures. Of particular interest is the behavior of cold Pop I disk matter in the presence of the smooth well-organized bisymmetric spiral potential which results from the modal density wave primarily in the Pop II stellar component. Figure 1 illustrates this behavior through a photographic intensity map of the Pop I response computed. Evident is a global m = l spiral pattern with frequent branching of spiral arms. It is produced by the dynamical behavior of the self-gravitating Pop I medium in the adopted cloudy ISM model under the influence of the density-wave mode's regular two-armed spiral gravitational potential. This Pop I dynamical behavior is found to give rise to rather ragged appearances for global spiral structures which may be well organized on the large scale, but broken and knotty on local scales, and interspersed with numerous spurs, feathers, arm branchings, and interarm bridges on intermediate scales-highly reminiscent of galaxies such as M101 and NGC 1232.
There are significant differences (in Case 15, Fig. 1 ) between the ragged Pop I features on local and intermediate scales and the invisible global-scale establishment behind the scenes constituted by the underlying m = l density-wave mode. Local agglomerations and complexes of matter are seen to be assembled along the two major spiral arms of the mode; the self-gravitational forces that lead to their formation are enhanced by the gravitational force field of these modal arms. The shorter features resemble spurs, whereas the longer features often evolve into interarm bridges. They are seen to assemble and disassemble in the computational simulations through natural evolutionary processes underlying their formation and destruction over time. In their initial stages, most of these local irregular features are found to originate from density clumps and knots that form within the major spiral arms. After the assembling and formation stages, many of these localized concentrations of matter exhibit outwardly protruding knots, spurs, branchings, and interarm bridges over considerable stretches of the major spiral arms. Finally they are seen to experience considerable shear and stretching under galactic differential rotation. In evidence in Case 15 (Fig. 1) is actually a coexistence of spiral structures on three notable length scales: local, intermediate, and global scales. For example, interarm bridges extending outward from the innermost major spiral arm to the next major arm can be seen spanning locations between 1 o'clock and 12 o'clock and between 11:30 and 10:30. Prominent spurs in various stages of their evolution can be seen protruding outwards from the other innermost major arm at locations near 2 o'clock, 3:30, and 5 o'clock. Similar branchings can be seen at various other locations. Numerous knots, aggregations, and agglomerations of cloud complexes and stellar associations are also evident along both major spiral arms. Particularly odd-looking structures which are frequently observed in galaxies also appear in our simulations as well. For example, "squared-off ' straight arm sections are observed in the outer parts of M101, NGC 1232, and other external galaxies. Two such "squared-off' relatively straight arm sections appear in the outer parts of the computed distribution. Note the "squared-off' relatively straight section of the outermost arm between 12 o'clock and 10:30 and the "squared-off' relatively straight section of the other outermost arm between 7:30 and 6 o'clock. These and other sections also show knotty appearances similar to those in M101 and NGC 1232.
FLOCCULENT AND MULTIARMED STRUCTURES WITHOUT GLOBAL ORGANIZATION
The second prototype (Case 17) is dominated by multiarmed structures. Of particular interest is the behavior of the cold Pop I disk in the absence of a global spiral field such as that due to an underlying density-wave mode. Figure 2 illustrates this behavior through a photographic intensity map of the Pop I response computed. Here, Pop I matter of moderate gas mass fraction and moderate self gravity but with no modal spiral density wave present (i.e., zero spiral driving) is seen to give rise to multiarmed structures with little, if any, global organization. The resultant local and mesoscale features form entirely as a result of the self gravity of the Pop I "gas and young stellar association" matter. This is a striking result, since it indicates that spiral features constituting ñocculent and multiarmed structures without a global grand design can be produced by the Pop I component alone, even if the Pop II stellar component is completely unresponsive (i.e., stable). For example, the flocculent spiral structure observed in galaxies such as NGC 2841 may be the result of the Pop I matter acting on its own within the axisymmetric field of a largely Stable and featureless Pop II stellar component. Indeed, the dispersion speed for the Pop II stellar component could be so high as to render that component completely stable. Such a situation as that in Case 17 could arise in real systems if the Pop I matter constitutes a low density, cool medium, thereby providing for a local wavelength that can be short (and an arm number that can be high). Of course, no overall symmetry is to be expected when the structures are produced completely locally as in Case 17. Indeed, the multiarmed features are seen to originate in the Pop I component at locations spanning the full angular extent of the disk. This is in contrast to the stubbier spurs which appear to emanate from the major arms in grand design cases (e.g., Case 15, Fig. 1 ).
NONLINEAR GAS DYNAMICS; GALACTIC SHOCKS
It has been known for more than two decades that Pop I galactic matter-constituted by a cold, low-dispersion, dissipative gaseous component-in response to a spiral driving field of moderate perturbation force amplitude (e.g., 10% as in Case 15) has the tendency to pile up into strong nonlinear density enhancements and form galactic shocks along potential minima of the major spiral arms (Roberts 1969; Roberts and Hausman 1984; Hausman and Roberts 1984; Roberts and Stewart 1987) . The current work illustrates the extent to which such nonlinear effects of the Pop I component can dominate self-gravitating cloudy galactic disks. Displayed in Fig. 3 with respect to spiral phase around a representative half annulus (at 6 kpc) in the model galactic disk of Case 15 are: cloud number density, components of velocity perpendicular and parallel to spiral equipotential loci, computed velocity dispersion among gas clouds, and computed distribution of young stellar associations currently active in supemovae explosions (SN rate).
It is evident that the moderate (10%) modal spiral driving in Case 15 gives rise to nonlinear density contrasts and strong systematic velocity motions. The density distribution of the self-gravitating cloud system is strongly peaked with peak-to-mean values on the order of 3:1 and arm-to-interarm contrasts typically 6:1, with arm thick- (SN rate) and of the number density, velocity dispersion, and velocity components u 1 and U\\ , perpendicular and parallel to spiral equipotential contours, for the gas cloud system, plotted vs. spiral phase about a representative half annulus ( 1000 pc wide) at 6 kpc in Case 15 (Fig. 1) . The displayed distributions span a representative 20 Myr time epoch during the evolution, with the ( + ) values at each phase time averaged over 20 intervals, each of 1 Myr width. The sharp peak and broad interarm trough in the density profile characterizes the nonlinear nature of the cloud density distribution. Both w i and U\\ velocity profiles exhibit strong nonlinear systematic motions. The «χ velocity component undergoes a sharp deceleration from supersonic to subsonic near 180° spiral phase, characteristic of a galactic shock. Peakto-mean enhancements in the postshock region of 3:1 and 6:1 are evident in the cloud and supernova distributions, respectively. nesses on the order of a kpc. The sharp deceleration, just preceding 180° spiral phase, reflected in the u i velocity component from supersonic to subsonic is a striking manifestation in these self-gravitating computations, with much-more-gradual characteristic rise downstream. This characteristic skewness in the velocity component as well as the characteristic asymmetry in the parallel velocity component 2/y together delineate the galactic shock structure formed. Such skewness is less apparent in the density distribution, with the density rise occurring over the broad shock width of a number of collisional mean free paths.
The spiral mode-driven "pile up" of cold, lowdispersion gas in Case 15 constitutes a rather wellorganized large scale distribution of Pop I galactic matter along a coherent global pattern. Self-gravitational effects of the Pop I matter itself provide for the localized partitioning ******* *** Γ X" ♦ π r \ 1 I ι ***++*+4**** ι 0 60 120 180 240 300 360 © Astronomical Society of the Pacific · Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System PROTOTYPE SPIRAL GALAXIES 673
FlG. 4-Instantaneous velocity vectors of 2500 randomly selected gas clouds in Case 15 at the same sample time epoch as displayed in Fig. 1 . Small circles are at current positions of gas clouds; line segments point along velocity directions. Note that all velocities are shown with respect to the frame corotating with the computed spiral density-wave mode.
of the overall distribution into smaller-scale pockets of clumpy concentrations and agglomerations that can thereby form as localized entities within the overall largescale distribution along major global spiral arms. These global spiral arms can thereby provide "fertile beds" for the onset of the localized self-gravitational effects and the origination of spurs, arm branchings, interarm bridges, and other local-and intermediate-scale structures.
VELOCITY FIELD FOR POP I MATTER PARTICIPATING IN LOCAL, INTERMEDIATE, AND GLOBAL SPIRAL STRUCTURES
The nonlinear density enhancement and strong systematic motions found for self-gravitating disk matter (Fig. 3) in response to the spiral mode-perturbed potential field leads us to anticipate that the orbits of gas clouds will strongly deviate from circularity. Figure 4 illustrates the velocity vectors, with respect to the corotating coordinate frame, of a subset of randomly selected gas clouds in Case 15 at the same sample time epoch as displayed in Fig. 1 . Each small circle represents a gas cloud's position, and the line segment indicates the direction and magnitude of its velocity. Concentrations and patches of velocity vectors are seen to occur within the local-and intermediate-scale regions where agglomerations, knots, spurs, branchings, and interarm bridges of disk matter have formed. Despite the patchiness of this velocity vector field distribution, it is evident that clouds leave the regions of the major arms almost tangent to the spiral arms, cross the interarm region with velocities whose radial component is first negative, then positive, enter the next major spiral arm at an acute angle, and are again turned and "shocked" back to near tangency. Indeed, we have seen in the velocity versus phase plots for the gas clouds (Fig. 3 ) that they experience a shock-like velocity "kink" as they pass through the spiralperturbed potential minimum of a major arm. By following the vectors of neighboring clouds in the inner parts of the galactic disk, we receive the impression of streamlines similar to the oval streamlines found in continuum gas calculations. Note that the reduction in velocity magnitude in the outer parts of the disk is due to our vantage point in the spiral pattern reference frame (the corotation radius for our model is approximately 10 kpc).
